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Abstract
This work concerns the zero Mach number limit of the compressible primi-
tive equations. The primitive equations with the incompressibility condition are
identified as the limiting equations. The convergence with well-prepared initial
data (i.e., initial data without acoustic oscillations) is rigorously justified, and the
convergence rate is shown to be of order O(ε), as ε → 0+, where ε represents
the Mach number. As a byproduct, we construct a class of global solutions to the
compressible primitive equations, which are close to the incompressible flows.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The Compressible Primitive Equations
The compressible primitive equations [see (CPE)] are used bymeteorologists to
perform theoretical investigations and practical weather predictions (see, e.g., [45]).
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In comparison with the general hydrodynamic and thermodynamic equations, the
vertical component of the momentum equations is missing in the compressible
primitive equations. Instead, it is replaced by the hydrostatic balance equation [see
(CPE)3], which is also known as the quasi-static equilibrium equation. From the
meteorologists’ point of view, such an approximation is reliable and useful for two
reasons: the balance of gravity and pressure dominates the dynamics in the ver-
tical direction, and the vertical velocity is usually hard to observe in reality (see,
e.g., [59, Chapter 4]). On the other hand, by formally taking the zero limit of the
aspect ratio between the vertical scale and the planetary horizontal scale, the au-
thors in [22] derive the compressible primitive equations from the compressible
hydrodynamic equations. Such a deviation is very common in planetary scale geo-
physical models, which represents the fact that the vertical scale of the atmosphere
(or ocean) is significantly smaller than the planetary horizontal scale. We refer, for
more comprehensive meteorological studies, to [59,66].
As far as we know, there are very few mathematical studies concerning the
compressible primitive equations (referred to as CPE hereafter). Lions, Temam,
andWang first introduced CPE into the mathematical community in [45]. They for-
mulated the commonly known primitive equations (referred to as PE hereafter) with
the incompressibility condition as the representation of the compressible primitive
equations in the pressure coordinates (p-coordinates) instead of the physical ones
with the vertical spatial coordinate. On the other hand, as mentioned before, the
authors in [22] introduce these equations with a formal deviation, and a rigorous
justification is still an open question for now. In [22], the stability of weak solu-
tions is also investigated (see also [63]). The stability is meant in the sense that a
sequence of weak solutions, satisfying some entropy conditions, contains a subse-
quence converging to another weak solution, i.e., a very weak sense of stability.
The existence of such weak solutions is recently constructed in [49,65] (see also
[21,30] for the existence of global weak solutions to some variant of compress-
ible primitive equations in two spatial dimension). In [50], we also construct local
strong solutions to CPE in two cases: with gravity but no vacuum; with vacuum but
no gravity.
In analogy to the lowMach number limit in the study of compressible hydrody-
namic equations, this and our subsequent works are aiming to study the low Mach
number limit of the compressible primitive equations without gravity and Coriolis
force. It is worth mentioning that while taking into account the Coriolis force would
not change much our proof, considering gravity in our system causes challenging
difficulties. Let ε denote the Mach number, and let ρε ∈ R, vε ∈ R2, wε ∈ R be
the density, the horizontal and the vertical velocities, respectively. System (CPE),
is obtained by rescaling the original CPE, which is similar to the rescaling of the





ε + divh (ρεvε) + ∂z(ρεwε) = 0,
∂t (ρ
εvε) + divh (ρεvε ⊗ vε) + ∂z(ρεwεvε)
+ 1
ε2
∇h P(ρε) = divh S(vε) + ∂zzvε,
∂z P(ρε) = 0,
(CPE)
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where P(ρε) = (ρε)γ and S(vε) = μ(∇hvε +∇h vε)+ (λ−μ)divh vεI2 represent
the pressure potential and the viscous stress tensor, respectively, with the shear and
bulk viscosity coefficientsμ and λ−μ+ 23μ = λ− 13μ. The physical requirements
of μ, λ, γ are λ − 13μ > 0, μ > 0 and γ > 1. Moreover, we focus our study
on the case when h := T2 ⊂ R2, and we study (CPE) subject to the following
symmetry:
vε and wε are even and odd, respectively, in the z-variable. (SYM-CPE)
Consequently, solutions to (CPE) satisfy the following physical stress-free and





z=0,1 = 0, wε
∣
∣
z=0,1 = 0. (BC-CPE)
Hereafter,wehave andwill use∇h, divh andh to represent the horizontal gradient,







, divh := ∇h ·, h := divh ∇h .




divh vp + ∂zwp = 0,
ρ0(∂tvp + vp · ∇hvp + wp∂zvp) + ∇h(c2sρ1)
= μhvp + λ∇hdivh vp + ∂zzvp,
∂z(c2sρ1) = 0,
(PE)
subject to the following symmetry:
vp and wp are even and odd respectively in the z variable. (SYM-PE)
We will show that the asymptotic system of (CPE), as ε → 0+, is the incom-
pressible primitive equations (PE), with c2s = γργ−10 and ρ0 = constant. Here ρ1
is the Lagrangian multiplier for the constraint (PE)1 satisfying
∫
h×2T
ρ1 dx = 0. (1.1)
In addition, due to the conservation of linear momentum of (PE), we can impose
the following condition for vp:
∫
h×2T
vp dxdydz = 0, (1.2)
for any time t  0 as long as the solution exists.
Historically, the limit system (PE), besides acting as the representation of the
CPE in the p-coordinates, is introduced as the limit system of Boussinesq equations
(referred to as BE hereafter) when the aspect ratio between the vertical scale and the
horizontal scale is very small,while theBoussinesq equations are the limit equations
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Fig. 1. The PE diagram
of the full compressible hydrodynamic equations with small Mach number and
low stratification (see, e.g., [44]). That is to say, starting from the compressible
hydrodynamic equations, by taking the low Mach number limit and then the small
aspect ratio limit (referred to as LMSAR), one will arrive, formally, at the BE and
then at the PE. On the other hand, by taking the small aspect ratio limit and then
the low Mach number limit (referred to as SARLM), at least formally, the limit
system of the compressible hydrodynamic equations is also the PE with the CPE
as a middle state. Depending on the order of asymptotic limits, this gives us two
directions from the hydrodynamic equations to the PE, which we will refer to as
the PE diagram (see Fig. 1). The LMSAR part of the PE diagram has been shown
to hold on solid ground in various settings (see, e.g., [3,28,41,55,57]). However,
the validity of the SARLM part is relatively open. In order to fully justify the
PE diagram, we investigate the low Mach number limit of the CPE in this work,
which, as mentioned above, leads to the PE as the limit system. We remark that,
the stratification effect of the gravity has been neglected in this work.
Each of the equations in the PE diagram has its own significance and has been
studied separately in a large amount of the literature. It would certainly be too
ambitious to review all of thoseworks.We refer readers to the study of compressible
hydrodynamic equations in, e.g., the books [23,47,48,54]. As the limit system of
the PE diagram, the primitive equations (PE) have been investigated intensively
since they were introduced in [43–45]. For instance, the global weak solutions
are established in [44]. Local well-posedness with general data and global well-
posedness with small data of strong solutions to the PE in three spatial dimensions
were studied in [33] byGuillén-González,Masmoudi andRodríguez-Bellido. Petcu
and Wirosoetisno in [56] investigated the Sobolev and Gevrey regularity of the
solutions to the PE. In [36], in a domain with small depth, the authors address
the global existence of strong solutions to PE. The well-posedness of unique global
strong solutionswas obtained byCao and Titi in [12] (see, also, [7–11,13,15,31,34]
and the references therein for related studies). Considering the inviscid primitive
equations, or hydrostatic incompressible Euler equations, the existence of solutions
in the analytic function space and in the Hs space are established in [5,40,53].
Renardy in [58] showed that the linearization of the equations at certain shear flows
is ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard. Recently, the authors in [6,67] constructed
a finite-time blowup for the inviscid PE in the absence of rotation (i.e., without the
Coriolis force).
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In this work, we show that the PE can be viewed as the limit system of the CPE
with the zero Mach number limit. The zero Mach number limit of the compress-
ible hydrodynamic equations is a vast subject which has been studied for decades.
Fruitful results have been obtained since the early works of Klainerman and Majda
in [38,39], where the authors investigate the vanishing Mach number limit of com-
pressible Euler equations with well-prepared initial data (see also [61,62]). Later
Ukai [64], the theory of low Mach number limit of compressible Euler equations
extended to ill-prepared initial data (or called general data in some literatures). We
remark here that the difference between the well-prepared and ill-prepared initial
data is that the well-prepared initial data have excluded the acoustic waves, while
the ill-prepared initial data allow the interaction of the solutions with the high-
frequency acoustic waves. In Rn , n = 2, 3, such high-frequency acoustic waves
disperse as shown in [64], which implies strong convergences as the Mach num-
ber goes to zero. This can be also proved by applying Strichartz’s estimate (see,
e.g., [4,14,32,37,42]) for linear wave equations to the acoustic equations (see, e.g.,
[20]). In Tn , n = 2, 3, the high-frequency acoustic waves interact with each other
and lead to fast oscillations and weak convergences when taking the low Mach
number limit. Such a fast oscillation phenomenon was first systematically studied
in [29,60] for hyperbolic and parabolic systems, and by Lions and Masmoudi for
compressible Navier–Stokes equations in [46]. We refer, for the comparison of the
whole space case, i.e., in Rn and the periodic domain case, i.e., in Tn , to [52]. See
also [16–18] for the studies in the Besov spaces. We acknowledge that the discus-
sion here barely unveils the theory of the low Mach number limit, and we refer the
reader to [1,2,19,24–28,55] and the references therein for more comprehensive
studies and recent progress.
In this work, we will focus on investigating the low Mach number limit of
(CPE) with well-prepared initial data. The convergence of the solutions of the CPE
to the solution of the PE is in the strong sense. Furthermore, we are also able to
obtain explicit convergence rate (see Theorem 1.2). In particular, we obtain a class
of global large solutions to (CPE) with ε small enough.
We remark that in an upcoming paper [51], we will consider the low Mach
number limit of (CPE) with ill-prepared initial data, i.e., initial data with large,
high-frequency acoustic waves.
1.2. The Low Mach Number Limit Problem and Main Theorem
In order to describe the aforementioned asymptotic limit, we study (CPE) with
(ρε, vε, wε) close to an asymptotic state (ρ0, vp, wp), where (ρ0, vp, wp) satisfies




ρε := ρ0 + ε2ρ1 + ξε,
vε := vp + ψε,h,
wε := wp + ψε,z .
(1.3)
Recall that ρ1 has zero average in the domain [see (1.1)]. This is motivated by [35].
The term ε2ρ1 is to capture the cancelation in system (1.4). In addition, we shall
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employ the notation
ζ ε := ε2ρ1 + ξε = ρε − ρ0.
For the sake of convenience, from time to time hereafter, we may drop the
superscript ε from the functions. Consequently, from (CPE) and (PE), the new




∂tξ + ρ0(divh ψh + ∂zψ z) = −(divh (ξv) + ∂z(ξw))
− ε2(∂tρ1 + divh (ρ1v) + ∂z(ρ1w)) in h × 2T,
ρ∂tψ
h + ρv · ∇hψh + ρw∂zψh + ∇h(ε−2(ργ − ργ0 − ε2c2sρ1))
= μhψh + λ∇hdivh ψh + ∂zzψh + ρ−10 (ε2ρ1 + ξ)
× (∇h(c2sρ1) − μhvp − λ∇hdivh vp − ∂zzvp)
− ρψh · ∇hvp − ρψ z∂zvp in h × 2T,
∂zξ = 0 in h × 2T.
(1.4)






z∈Z = 0, (w,wp, ψ z)
∣
∣
z∈Z = 0, (1.5)
for smooth enough functions. Recalling that c2s = γργ−10 , we note that
ργ − ργ0 − ε2c2sρ1 = γργ−10 (ρ − ρ0) + γ (γ − 1)
∫ ρ
ρ0
(ρ − y)yγ−2 dy − ε2c2sρ1
= c2s ξ + R,
where
R = R(ζ ) := γ (γ − 1)
∫ ρ
ρ0
(ρ − y)yγ−2 dy  Cζ 2  C(ε4ρ21 + ξ2), (1.6)















L∞). Therefore, by denoting
Qp := ρ−10 (∇h(c2sρ1) − μhvp − λ∇hdivh vp − ∂zzvp),
F1 := ζQp,
F2 := −ρψh · ∇hvp − ρψ z∂zvp,
G1 := −(divh (ξv) + ∂z(ξw)),
G2 := −ε2(∂tρ1 + divh (ρ1v) + ∂z(ρ1w)),
(1.7)




∂tξ + ρ0(divh ψh + ∂zψ z) = G1 + G2 in h × 2T,
ρ∂tψ
h + ρv · ∇hψh + ρw∂zψh + ∇h(ε−2c2s ξ) = μhψh
+ λ∇hdivh ψh + ∂zzψh + F1 + F2 − ∇h(ε−2R) in h × 2T,
∂zξ = 0 in h × 2T.
(1.8)
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In order to recover the vertical velocity perturbation ψ z , we introduce the fol-
lowing notations, for any function f inh×2T, which is also even in the z-variable:
f (x, y, t) :=
∫ 1
0
f (x, y, z′, t) dz′ and f̃ := f − f .
The periodicity and symmetry of f imply that f (x, y, t) = ∫ k+1k f (x, y, z′, t) dz′
for any k ∈ Z. Notice that from (CPE)3, ρ is independent of the vertical variable z.
Then by averaging (CPE)1 over the vertical direction, thanks to (1.5), one will get
∂tρ + divh (ρv) = 0, and after comparing with (CPE)1,
divh (ρṽ) + ∂z(ρw) = 0.
In particular, from the above, the vertical velocity w is determined through ρ, v by





ρdivh vp + ρdivh ψh − ρdivh ψh + v · ∇hρ
− v · ∇hρ
)
dz′, and therefore (1.9)




divh (ρψ̃h) + ṽp · ∇hρ
)
dz′, (1.10)






Such facts imply that in (CPE), (PE) and (1.8), the vertical velocities and the vertical
perturbation, i.e.,wε,wp, ψε,z , are fully determined by vε, vp, ρε. Therefore, there
is no need to impose initial data for wε,wp, ψε,z .




t=0 = (ξin, ψhin) ∈ H2(h × 2T;R) × H2(h × 2T;R2), where
∂zξin = 0, and ψhin is even in the z-variable,
(1.12)
with the compatibility conditions
ξin,1 = −ρ0(divh ψhin + ∂zψ zin) + G1,in + G2,in in h × 2T,
ρεinψ
h
in,1 + ρεinvεin · ∇hψhin + ρεinwεin∂zψhin + ∇(ε−2c2s ξ) = μhψhin
+ λ∇hdivh ψhin + ∂zzψhin + F1,in + F2,in − ∇h(ε−2R) in h × 2T,
∂zξin = 0 and ∂zξin,1 = 0 in h × 2T,
with (ξin,1, ψ
h
in,1) ∈ L2(h × 2T) × L2(h × 2T),
(1.13)












in) + ṽp,in · ∇hρεin
)
dz′.
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Here vp,in, ρ1,in, ρ1,in,1, wp,in,Gi,in,Fi,in are initial values of vp, ρ1, ∂tρ1, wp,
Gi ,Fi , i ∈ {1, 2}, respectively, whilewp,in is given bywp,in = −
∫ z
0 divh vp,in dz
′.
It is worth stressing that we will choose the initial time derivatives of the pertur-
bations, i.e., (ε−1ξin,1, ψhin,1) in (1.13), to be bounded, uniformly in ε [see (1.14)
and Theorem 1.2]. The reason for such choices of initial data is to exclude the
high-frequency acoustic waves which corresponds to the fact that our initial data
are well-prepared.






































Remark 1. (ρεin, v
ε
in) is the corresponding initial datum of (ρ
ε, vε) for system
(CPE). vp,in is the initial datum of vp for system (PE). Accordingly, ρ1,in =
























ρ1,in,1 dxdy = 0,
where vp,in,1 is the initial value of ∂tvp determined by
ρ0vp,in,1 = −ρ0(vp,in · ∇hvp,in + wp,in∂zvp,in) − ∇h(c2sρ1,in)
+ μhvp,in + λ∇hdivh vp,in + ∂zzvp,in in h × 2T.
As we stated before, we focus in this work on the asymptotic limit as ε → 0+.
We have the following global regularity of the limit system (PE):
Theorem 1.1. (Global regularity of the PE) For λ < 4μ < 12λ, suppose that (PE)
is complemented with initial data vp,in ∈ H1(h × 2T), which is even in the
z-variable, and satisfies the compatibility conditions
∫
h×2T
vp,in dx = 0, divh v p,in = 0. (1.15)
Then there exists a solution (vp, ρ1), with
∫ 1
0 divh vp dz = 0 andwp given by (1.11),




















































dt  Cp,in .
(1.16)


















for some positive constants c,C. In addition, if vp,in ∈ Hs(h × 2T) for any






















































dt  Cp,in,s .
(1.17)
Proof. The local well-posedness of solutions to (PE) in the function space Hs has
been established in [56]. What is left is the global regularity estimate, which is a
direct consequence of Proposition 3. 
Remark 2. We only have to be careful about the different estimates caused by the
viscosity tensor. In particular, it is the Lq estimate of vp, below in Section 5, that
requires the constraints on the viscosity coefficients. For solutions with H2 initial
data, the result can be found in [41]. The new thing we treat here is the case when
vp,in ∈ Hs , for s > 2.
Remark 3. The regularity of ρ1 can be obtained by solving elliptic problem (4.1).
Now we can state our main theorem in this work.
Theorem 1.2. (Low Mach number limit of the CPE) For λ < 4μ < 12λ, sup-
pose vp,in ∈ Hs(h × 2T), with integer s  3, and it satisfies the compatibility






in) ∈ H2(h × 2T) × H2(h × 2T) as in (1.12), which satisfies the com-
patibility conditions (1.13). Recall that we also require vp,in, ψhin to be even in the
z-variable. Then there exists a positive constant ε0 ∈ (0, 1) small enough, such that
if ε ∈ (0, ε0) and Ein  ε2, there exists a global unique strong solution (ξε, ψε,h)
to system (1.8). In particular, the following regularity is satisfied:
ξε ∈ L∞(0,∞; H2(h × 2T)),
∂tξ
ε ∈ L∞(0,∞; L2(h × 2T)) ∩ L2(0,∞; L2(h × 2T)),
∇hξε ∈ L2(0,∞; H1(h × 2T)), ψε,h ∈ L∞(0,∞; H2(h × 2T)),
∂tψ
ε,h ∈ L∞(0,∞; L2(h × 2T)) ∩ L2(0,∞; H1(h × 2T)),
∇ψε,h ∈ L2(0,∞; H2(h × 2T)).
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H3 , which is independent
of ε. In particular, (ρε, vε, wε) as in (1.3) is a globally defined strong solution to










































H3 , which is independent
of ε, where wε,wp are given as in (1.9), (1.11), respectively.
Remark 4. According to (1.18), the time derivatives, in comparison to the spatial
derivatives, have larger perturbations. However, thanks to the well-prepared data
setting, they are bounded.
Thisworkwill be organized as follows: in Section 2,we summarize the notations
which will be commonly used in later paragraphs. Section 3 focuses on the ε-
independent a priori estimates, which are the foundation of the low Mach number
limit. In Section 4, we focus on the proof of Theorem 1.2. This will be shown
through a continuity argument. Finally in Section 5, we summarize the proof of
Theorem 1.1.
2. Preliminaries












to represent the integrals in  and h respectively. Hereafter, ∂h ∈ {∂x , ∂y} repre-







 to denote norms in h ⊂ R2 and h × 2T ⊂ R3,
respectively. After applying Ladyzhenskaya’s and Agmon’s inequalities in h and














































































































Lq , q ∈ [1,∞).
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Weuse δ > 0 to denote a arbitrary constantwhichwill be chosen later adaptively
small. Correspondingly, Cδ is some positive constant depending on δ. In addition,
for any quantities A and B, A  B is used to denote that there exists a positive
constant independent of the solutions such that A  CB.
































































Then E(0) = Ein , where Ein is as in (1.14). In this work, we shall use Q(E) to
denote a polynomial quantity, with positive coefficients, of
√E and Q(0) = 0. In
general, Q(·) is a generic polynomial quantity, with positive coefficients, of the
arguments and Q(0) = 0.
3. ε-Independent A Priori Estimate
This section is devoted to show the following:
Proposition 1. For any T > 0, t ∈ [0, T ], suppose that the solution (vp, ρ1) with

















































































































for some positive constant C, and
1
2
ρ0 < ρ < 2ρ0 in (h × 2T) × [0, T ). (3.2)
Then any solution (ψh, ξ) to (1.8), with initial data as in (1.12), provided that it


















for some positive constant C ′ depending only on the bounds in (3.1). In particular,
C ′ is independent of ε and T .
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Remark 5. We remark here that, from the definition of E(t) in (2.2) and (1.3), (3.2)
automatically holds for ε small enough if sup0tT E(t) < ∞ and (3.1) holds.
Throughout the rest of this section, it is assumed that (ξ, ψh) with ψ z given
by (1.10) is a solution to (1.8) which is smooth enough such that the estimates
below can be established. To justify the arguments, one can employ the local well-
posedness theory and the standard different quotient method to the corresponding
lines below (replaced the differential operators by different quotients, for example);
see, for instance, similar arguments in [49,50].






















































































































Hp(t) dt < C
for some positive constant C . For the sake of convenience, we will shorten the
notations Gp = Gp(t),Hp = Hp(t), below. We also remind the reader that we
have assumed that (3.1) and (3.2) hold throughout this section.
3.1. Temporal Derivatives
We start by performing the time derivative estimate to the solutions to system




∂tξt + ρ0(divh ψht + ∂zψ zt ) = G1,t + G2,t in h × 2T,
ρ∂tψ
h
t + ρv · ∇hψht + ρw∂zψht + ∇h(ε−2c2s ξt ) = μhψht
+ λ∇hdivh ψht + ∂zzψht + F1,t + F2,t − ∇h(ε−2Rt ) + Ht in h × 2T,
(3.5)
where
Ht := −ρtψht − (ρtv + ρvt ) · ∇hψh − (ρtw + ρwt )∂zψh . (3.6)
We will show the following:
Lemma 1. In addition to the assumptions in Proposition 1, suppose that (ξ, ψh),
with ψ z given by (1.10), is a smooth solution to (1.8) in the time interval [0, T ].
























































































































































Proof. Take the L2-inner product of (3.5)2 with ε2ψht . After applying integration























































ε2F1,t · ψht dx
+
∫
ε2F2,t · ψht dx + ρ−10 c2s
∫





ε2Ht · ψht dx −
∫























h · ψht + ε2ρwt∂zψh · ψht
)
dx =: I ′5 + I ′′5 + I ′′′5 .
Notice that ζ = ε2ρ1 + ξ is independent of the z variable. Then, for every δ > 0

























































































































where we have applied the Minkowski, Hölder’s, the Sobolev embedding and
Young’s inequalities.On the other hand, I ′′5 can be estimated directly usingHölder’s,
the Sobolev embedding and Young’s inequalities:
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On the other hand, from (1.9) (or (1.10)), we have the identities




divh ψ̃h + ṽ · ∇h log ρ
)
dz′,








Therefore, I ′′′5 can be written as














+ ṽ · ∇h log ρ
)










+ ṽt · ∇hρ + ρṽ · ∇h(log ρ)t
)







Then, we plug in identity (1.11) and apply the Hölder, Minkowski and Young
inequalities to infer


































































































































On the other hand, a straight forward estimate shows that

























































































ρdivh ψ̃ht + ṽt · ∇hρ − ζt ṽ · ∇h log ρ − ζtdivh ṽ
)
dz








ζt ṽ dz · ∇h(∂zψh · ψht )
]
dx,
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ρψh · ∇hvp,t + ζtψh · ∇hvp + ρψht · ∇hvp





ρψ z∂zvp,t + ζtψ z∂zvp + ρψ zt ∂zvp

























































































































































































































































































































dx =: I ′′2,1 + I ′′2,2.























































































ρdivh ψ̃ht + ṽt · ∇hρ − ζt ṽ · ∇h log ρ − ζtdivh ṽ
)
dz










· ∇h(∂zvp · ψht )
]
dx,
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Now, we will estimate I3, which reads as
I3 = −ρ−10 c2s
∫ (
ξtdivh (ξtv) + ξtdivh (ξvt ) + ξt∂z(ξtw)
+ ξt∂z(ξwt )
)
























































Here we have employed the facts that ξ is independent of the z-variable and that
∫ 1
0 divh vp dz =
∫ 1
0 divh vp,t dz = 0. The rest is straightforward. For instance,




(∇h(c2sρ1) − μhvp − λ∇hdivh vp − ∂zzvp




(∇h(c2sρ1,t ) − μhvp,t − λ∇hdivh vp,t − ∂zzvp,t




(∇h(c2sρ1) − μhvp − λ∇hdivh vp − ∂zzvp





t ) − εμ∇hvp,t : ∇h(ζ εψht )



























We list estimates for I4, I6 as follows:


















































































































































Summing up inequalities (3.10), (3.11)–(3.15) and (3.8) completes the proof. 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The next lemma follows directly from system (1.8), and it shows the estimates
of the temporal derivatives of ξ, ψh in terms of the spatial derivatives.















































































) + ε2C(Q(E) + 1 + Gp
)
Hp, (3.17)
for some positive constant C independent of ε.
Proof. Indeed, after integrating (1.8)1 in the z variable, we have, thanks to (1.5),
∂tξ + ρ0divh ψh = −divh (ξv) − ε2(∂tρ1 + divh (ρ1v̄)).
Then (3.16) follows easily after applying the Minkowski, Hölder and Sobolev em-
bedding inequalities.
On the other hand, (3.17) follows from (1.8)2 after substituting
ρw∂zψ
h = ρwp∂zψh −
∫ z
0
ρdivh ψ̃h + ṽ · ∇hρ dz∂zψh,
and applying the Minkowski, Hölder and Sobolev embedding inequalities. 
3.2. Horizontal Derivatives
Wederive the required estimates for the horizontal derivatives in this subsection.




∂tξhh + ρ0(divh ψhhh + ∂zψ zhh) = G1,hh + G2,hh in ,
ρ∂tψ
h
hh + ρv · ∇hψhhh + ρw∂zψhhh + ∇h(ε−2c2s ξhh)
= μhψhhh + λ∇hdivh ψhhh + ∂zzψhhh + F1,hh
+ F2,hh − ∇h(ε−2Rhh) + Hhh in ,
(3.18)
where
Hhh := −ρhhψht − (ρv)hh · ∇hψh − (ρw)hh∂zψh − 2ρhψhht
− 2(ρv)h · ∇hψhh − 2(ρw)h∂zψhh .
(3.19)
















































































































for some positive constant Cμ,λ, which is independent of ε.
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Proof. Take the inner product of (3.18)2 with ψhhh and integrate the resultant over























































F1,hh · ψhhh dx
+
∫







Hhh · ψhhh dx
−
∫





Then the lemma follows from careful estimates on the right-hand side of (3.21),
which are similar to those in the proof of Lemma 1. Therefore, details are omitted
here. 
Next, we will derive the required estimate of ξhh . After integrating (1.8)2 over





ρv · ∇hψh − ρwzψh
)
dz + ∇h(ε−2c2s ξ)







After applying ∂h to (3.22), one has


































What we need is to estimate the L2-norm of the terms on the right-hand side
of (3.23). In fact, after applying the Minkowski, Hölder and Sobolev embedding



















































































































































































































































































On the other hand, after substituting (3.33), and the identity
whz = wp,hz −
(
divh ψ̃hh + ṽh ·∇h log ρ + ṽ ·∇h(log ρ)h



































































































































ζhQ p + ζQp,h − ζhψh · ∇hvp − ρψhh · ∇hvp − ρψh · ∇hvp,h
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We summarize the result in the following:






















































for some positive constant C independent of ε.
Proof. This is the direct consequence of (3.25) and the Poincaré inequality. 
3.3. Vertical Derivatives Estimates
Now we turn to the required estimates of vertical derivatives. To do so, we first




ρ0(divh ψhz + ∂zψhz ) = G1,z + G2,z in ,
ρ∂tψ
h
z + ρv · ∇hψhz + ρw∂zψhz = μhψhz + λ∇hdivh ψhz
+ ∂zzψhz + F1,z + F2,z + Hz in ,
(3.27)
where
Hz := −ρvz · ∇hψh − ρwz∂zψh . (3.28)




ρ0(divh ψhzz + ∂zψhzz) = G1,zz + G2,zz in ,
ρ∂tψ
h
zz + ρv · ∇hψhzz + ρw∂zψhzz = μhψhzz + λ∇hdivh ψhzz
+ ∂zzψhzz + F1,zz + F2,zz + Hzz in ,
(3.29)
where
Hzz := −ρvzz · ∇hψh − 2ρvz · ∇hψhz − ρwzz∂zψh − 2ρwz∂zψhz . (3.30)
Notice, here we have employed the fact that ρ, ξ, ρ1,R are independent of the z
variable. Also (3.29)2 is a parabolic equation of ψhzz . Now we perform standard L
2
estimate on system (3.29).
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for some positive constant Cμ,λ independent of ε.













































F1,zz · ψhzz dx +
∫
F2,zz · ψhzz dx
+
∫
Hzz · ψhzz dx =: I13 + I14 + I15.
(3.32)
Again, we shall estimate the terms on the right-hand side of (3.32). We begin
with the term I15. Notice first, after taking ∂z, ∂zz to (1.9), we have the following
identities:
wz = wp,z −
(
divh ψ̃h + ṽ · ∇h log ρ
) = wp,z + ψ zz ,
wzz = wp,zz −
(
divh ψ̃hz + ṽz · ∇h log ρ
) = wp,zz + ψ zzz .
(3.33)





































































































































































































































The estimates of the terms I13, I14 are as follows:
I13 =
∫
ζQp,zz · ψhzz dx = −
∫




























































After summing the estimates for I13, I14, I15, above, and (3.32), we conclude
(3.31). 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3.4. Mixed Horizontal and Vertical Derivatives Estimates
What is left is to estimate the L2 norm of ∂hzψh . We apply ∂h to (3.27) and




ρ0(divh ψhhz + ∂zψhhz) = G1,hz + G2,hz in ,
ρ∂tψ
h
hz + ρv · ∇hψhhz + ρw∂zψhhz = μhψhhz
+ λ∇hdivh ψhhz + ∂zzψhhz + F1,hz + F2,hz + Hhz in ,
(3.34)
where
Hhz := −ζh∂tψhz − ζhvz · ∇hψh − ρ(vz · ∇hψh)h − ζhwz∂zψh
− ρ(wz∂zψh)h − ζhv · ∇hψhz − ρvh · ∇hψhz − ζhw∂zψhz
− ρwh∂zψhz .
(3.35)


































































for some positive constant Cμ,λ, which is independent of ε.












































F1,hz · ψhhz dx +
∫
F2,hz · ψhhz dx
+
∫
Hhz · ψhhz dx =: I16 + I17 + I18.
(3.37)
Then the lemma follows from careful estimates of the right-hand side of (3.37),
which we omit here again, since they are similar to those we have done before. 
3.5. Proof of Proposition 1
After applying similar arguments as in the proofs of Lemmas 3, 5 and 6, one








































































































































































































































Therefore, the above inequalities, together with (3.7), (3.16), (3.17), (3.20), (3.26),




ELM + DLM 
(



























































































































































































































Under the assumption (3.2), it is easy to check that
E  ELM  E, D  DLM  D, (3.41)
whereE = E(t) andD = D(t) are defined in (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. Therefore
(3.38) can be written, after choosing δ small enough, as
d
dt
ELM + DLM 
(
ε2C(Q(E) + 1 + Gp) + (1 + ε2)Q(E)
)DLM
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ε2C(Q(E) + 1 + Gp)





Under the assumptions of Proposition 1, this completes the proof of (3.3).
4. Low Mach Number Limit
In this section,wewill establish the asymptotic behavior of (ξ, ψh) = (ξε, ψε,h)
as ε → 0+. In particular, we prove Theorem 1.2 in this section.
First, as a consequence of Theorem 1.1, we have the following:
Corollary 1. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 1.1, consider any integer
s  3. Then (3.1) holds true for vp,in ∈ Hs(h × 2T), with the compatibility
conditions as in (1.15).
Proof. Directly from the conclusion of Theorem 1.1, for s  3 and vp,in ∈ Hs()




















































dt  Cp,in,3 + 1,





































3 t dt × C1/2p,in,3  Cp,in,3 + 1.
Moreover, applying theMinkowski and Hölder inequalities to the expression ofwp











































H3 dt  Cp,in,2.
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To do this, we write down the elliptic problem for ρ1, which is obtained by taking











ρ1 dxdy = 0. (4.1)
Then the L p estimate of theRiesz transform implies, that togetherwith theMinkowski,



























































































H2 dt  (1 + Cp,in,1)Cp,in,2.
(4.2)












ρ1,t dxdy = 0; (4.3)
{










ρ1,t t dxdy = 0. (4.4)






























































































































L2 dt + C2p,in,3.
(4.5)
On the other hand, after taking time derivative of (PE)2, we have the identity
ρ0vp,t t = −ρ0
(
vp · ∇hvp + wp∂zvp
)
t − c2s∇hρ1,t
+ μhvp,t + λ∇hdivh vp,t + ∂zzvp,t .
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wherewehave applied theMinkowski, Sobolev embedding andHölder inequalities,










































































































C2p,in,2 + (1 + Cp,in,3)Cp,in,3
)
< ∞.
This completes the proof. 
Now, given vp,in ∈ Hs(h × 2T), for any integer s  3, which is even in
the z-variable and satisfies the compatibility conditions (1.15), one can apply the
conclusion of Proposition 1 to establish the global bound of the perturbation energy
E , provided it is initially small. This is done through a continuity argument. We
state first the proposition concerning the local well-posedness of solutions to system
(1.8) with Ein small enough.
Proposition 2. Let vp be the solution to system (PE), as stated in Theorem 1.1
with initial data vp,in ∈ Hs(h × 2T), for an integer s  3. Consider the initial
data (ξin, ψhin) ∈ H2(h × 2T) × H2(h × 2T) as in (1.12) and satisfying the
compatibility condition (1.13). There is a positive constant ε̄ ∈ (0, 1), small enough,
and a positive time Tε̄ ∈ (0,∞), such that if ε ∈ (0, ε̄) and Ein  ε̄, there exists
a unique strong solution (ξε, ψε,h) ∈ L∞(0, Tε̄; H2(h × 2T)), with ψε,z as in
(1.10), to system (1.8) in the time interval [0, Tε̄]. The existence time Tε̄ depends









H3 and is independent of ε. Here Ein is as in (1.14). Moreover,
∂tξ
ε, ∂tψ
ε,h ∈ L∞(0, Tε̄; L2(h × 2T)), ρ ∈ ( 12ρ0, 2ρ0) in ×[0, Tε̄], and there
is a constant C ′′ > 0, independent of ε such that
sup
0tTε̄
E(t)  C ′′Ein,
where E(t) is as in (2.2).
The proof of Proposition 2 can be done via a fixed point argument similar to that
in our previous work [50] and it is omitted here.
Now we are ready to establish the proof of Theorem 1.2
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. Consider s  3 and ε ∈ (0, ε̄) with ε̄ ∈ (0, 1) as given in
Proposition 2. Let the initial data (ξin, ψhin) ∈ H2(h) × H2(h × 2T) satisfy
(1.12), the compatibility conditions (1.13), and Ein  ε2, where Ein is as in (1.14).
Then Ein  ε̄, and there is a strong solution to system (1.8) as stated by Proposition




ρ0, 2ρ0) in (h × 2T) × [0, Tε̄],
and sup
0tTε̄
E(t)  C ′′Ein  C ′′ε2.
Such estimates, together with Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1, imply that the as-
























provided ε ∈ (0, ε1) ⊂ (0, ε̄), where ε1 is small enough such that Q(C ′′ε21)  C ′






D(t) dt  C ′′′ε2 < ε̄, (4.6)
where C ′′′ = 4C ′e2C ′ , and provided ε1 is small such that C ′′′ε21 < ε̄. In particular,
E(Tε̄)  ε̄. We apply Proposition 2 again in the time interval [Tε̄, 2Tε̄], which states
that there exists a strong solution satisfying
ρ ∈ (1
2
ρ0, 2ρ0) in (h × 2T) × [Tε̄, 2Tε̄],
and sup
Tε̄t2Tε̄
E(t)  C ′′E(Tε̄)  C ′′C ′′′ε2.
Together with (4.6), this implies that
sup
0t2Tε̄
E(t)  C ′′′′ε2 with C ′′′′ = max{C ′′,C ′′C ′′′}.
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D(t) dt  C ′′′ε2 < ε̄, (4.7)
provided that ε ∈ (0, ε2) ⊂ (0, ε1) ⊂ (0, ε̄), for ε2 small enough such that
Q(C ′′′′ε22)  Q(C ′′ε21). Then inductively, without needing to determine the small-
ness of ε again, the arguments from (4.6) to (4.7) hold true for Tε̄, 2Tε̄ replaced
by nTε̄, (n + 1)Tε̄, n  2, respectively. In particular, (4.7) holds true for 2Tε̄ re-
placed by (n + 1)Tε̄. Recall that Tε̄ is independent of ε. This concludes the proof










H2 < ∞ as in (4.2). Therefore let ε0 = ε2, and we complete the proof
of Theorem 1.2. 
5. Global Regularity Estimates of the Solution to the Primitive Equations
Let us recall the primitive equations (PE) first. We shorten the notations v =




divh v + ∂zw = 0 in h × 2T,
ρ0(∂tv + v · ∇hv + w∂zv) + ∇h(c2sρ1) = μhv
+ λ∇hdivh v + ∂zzv in h × 2T,
∂z(c2sρ1) = 0 in h × 2T,
(PE)
where μ > 0, λ > 13μ > 0. Here the symmetry (SYM-PE) and the side condition
(1.1) are imposed. We will make further assumptions on the viscous coefficients
later.
In this section, we will study the global regularity of the solution (ρ1, v, w) to
(PE) with initial data vp,in ∈ Hs(h × 2T) for arbitrary integer s ∈ {1, 2, 3 . . .},
with vp,in being even in the z-variable and satisfying the compatible conditions as
stated in Theorem 1.1.
We will show the following proposition:
Proposition 3. For 0 < λ < 4μ < 12λ, suppose (PE) is complemented with initial
data vp,in ∈ H1(h × 2T) as above. Then the unique solution vp to the primitive
equations (PE) satisfies the estimates as stated in Theorem 1.1.
As in [41], we focus on the a priori estimates below. In fact, the local-in-time
regularity in Sobolev and analytic function spaces has been studied in [56], and
therefore following a continuity argument, one can check the validity of the proof
below.
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Basic Energy Estimate









































L2 = 0. (5.1)




























































Moreover, under the assumption (1.2), after applying the Poincaré inequality in







































for all t ∈ [0,∞).
H1 Estimate
After applying ∂z to (PE)2, we write down the following equation:
ρ0(∂tvz + v · ∇hvz + w∂zvz) = μhvz + λ∇hdivh vz + ∂zzvz
− ρ0(vz · ∇hv + wz∂zv). (5.4)





















































dx =: L1 + L2.
(5.5)















) · vz dx .







, 2 < p < 6 (equivalently q > 3). (5.6)
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After applying Hölder’s, the Gagliardo–Nirenberg interpolation and Young’s in-
equalities, one has











































































































































































































































































for q ∈ (3,∞), where we have substituted (5.2).
On the other hand, after applying ∂h to (PE)2, one gets the equation
ρ0(∂tvh + v · ∇hvh + w∂zvh) + ∇h(c2sρ1,h) = μhvh
+ λ∇hdivh vh + ∂zzvh − ρ0(vh · ∇hv + wh∂zv).
(5.8)




















































dx =: L3 + L4.
(5.9)
Nowweestimate the termson the right-hand sideof the above equality.Asbefore, let
q > 3, 1p + 1q = 12 . After applying integration by parts and the Hölder, Gagliardo–

























































On theother hand, after substituting (1.11) in the term L4 and applying theMinkowski,







































































































































































dx =: L5 + L6.
(5.10)
As before, applying the Hölder, Minkowski, Gagliardo–Nirenberg interpolation





















































































































































After summing (5.9), (5.10) and the estimates of L3, L4, L5, L6 above with suffi-



































































































































































































































































































for some positive constant C and q ∈ (3,∞), where we have substituted (5.2) and
(5.7).
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Lq Estimate













































































divh v dx =: L7 + L8.
(5.12)
By using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, it holds that





































































































































q − 2  0 and μ − λ(q − 2)
4
 0, or equivalently, 2  q  4μ
λ
+ 2. (5.14)







divh (v ⊗ v)
)
dz in h, with
∫
h
ρ1 dxdy = 0.
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Now we consider the L p1 estimate of ρ1. In fact, as a consequence of the L p




















































































































































































, q  2, (5.16)
where we have applied the Minkowski, Hölder and Gagliardo–Nirenberg interpo-




















































































































































































































































































































and q > 2, (5.18)
where we have substituted (5.15) in the second but last inequality. Therefore after
combining (5.14), (5.16), (5.18), for q satisfying
2 < q  4μ
λ
+ 2, (5.19)
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after choosing δ sufficiently small above. Applying Grönwall’s inequality to the













































































for some positive constant C and Cq depending on q.
Therefore, after summing up the inequalities (5.2), (5.7), (5.11), (5.20), for























































































+ 2 if 4μ
λ
∈ (1, 4),

























































H1 in this case.
The estimate of ∂tvp follows directly from (5.21) and (PE)2.
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Hs Estimates
Next, we will show the global regularity of the solution v to system (PE) with
more regular initial data vp,in . That is, we complement (PE) with the initial data
vp,in ∈ Hs(),with s  2. In fact,wewill use themathematical inductionprinciple
to show (1.17). Notice, the case when s = 1, i.e., (1.16), has been shown in (5.21).
First, for integer s  1, it is assumed that (1.17) holds true. Our goal is to show
that the same estimate is also true for s replaced by s+1. In order to do so, we apply
∂s+1 to (PE)2 with ∂ ∈ {∂x , ∂y, ∂z} and denote the k-order derivative by ·k := ∂k ·
for any k ∈ {0, 1, 2 . . . s + 1}. Then we have the following equation:
ρ0(∂tvs+1 + v · ∇hvs+1 + w∂zvs+1) + ∇h(c2sρ1,s+1)
= μhvs+1 + λ∇hdivh vs+1 + ∂zzvs+1
− ρ0
(















































v · ∇hvs+1 − ∂s+1(v · ∇hv)





) · vs+1 dx =: K1 + K2.
(5.24)


























We consider the estimates of K j,i , for j ∈ {1, 2} and i ∈ {0, 1, 2 . . . s} in three
cases:
{2  i  s,
i = 1,
i = 0.
In the case when i  2, we have
s + 1 − i  s − 1, 3  1 + i  s + 1.
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Similarly, we apply the Minkowski, Hölder, Sobolev embedding and Young in-
equalities to estimate K2,i . On the one hand, if ws+1−i = ∂s+1−iw = ∂s+1−ih w,


















































































































































In the case when i = 1, direct application of the Hölder, Sobolev embedding





























Meanwhile, to estimate K2,1, we will again apply the Minkowski, Hölder, Sobolev



































































































































Finally, in the case when i = 0, we apply the Hölder, Sobolev embedding and





























When ws+1 = ∂s+1h w, applying the Minkowski, Hölder, Sobolev embedding and













































































































































































































































































































Then after taking δ > 0 small enough and applying Grönwall’s inequality, together







































































































H1) is as in (5.22).
On the other hand, after replacing s + 1 by s in (5.23), we have the identity
ρ0∂tvs = −∇h(c2sρ1,s) + μhvs + λ∇hdivh vs + ∂zzvs
− ρ0∂s(v · ∇hv) − ρ0∂s(w∂zv).
(5.27)
After taking the L2-inner product of (5.27) with ∂tvs and noticing the fact that
−
∫
∇h(c2sρ1,s) · ∂tvs dx =
∫





























































































































































































Here we have applied the Minkowski, Hölder and Sobolev embedding inequalities.

























Integrating (5.26) in the time variable, together with (5.28), (5.29), implies (1.17)
with s replaced by s + 1. This finishes the mathematical induction. Hence, this
concludes the proof of Proposition 3.
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